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Autonomous Learning of State Representations for Control
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reinforcement learning agents from their real-world sensor observations.
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Abstract This article reviews an emerging field that

aims for autonomous reinforcement learning (RL) di-

rectly on sensor-observations. Straightforward end-to-

end RL has recently shown remarkable success, but re-

lies on large amounts of samples. As this is not feasible

in robotics, we review two approaches to learn interme-

diate state representations from previous experiences:

deep auto-encoders and slow-feature analysis. We an-

alyze theoretical properties of the representations and

point to potential improvements.

Keywords end-to-end reinforcement learning ·
representation learning · deep auto-encoder networks ·
slow feature analysis · autonomous robotics

1 Introduction

Feature engineering is an important part in solving ma-

chine learning problems. In the case of reinforcement

learning agents for real-world control tasks, this task

can be especially challenging as it involves finding rep-

resentations from raw sensor measurements (such as

images or laser scan data) which are rich enough to

describe the full state of the agent (and its environ-

ment), while still being compact enough to enable fast

convergence of the learning algorithm.

Taking learning in robotics applications as an example,

the agent is faced with sensory data in form of a stream

of relatively high dimensionality, e.g. from 4− 7 values
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of joint angles plus their velocities (and possibly accel-

erations) for robotic arms, up to 50+ joint angle values

on very complex robots, hundreds of sensor values mea-

sured by pressure-sensitive robotic skins, or on the order

of thousands to millions of pixels from camera images,

nowadays often augmented with depth information.

As mentioned, the challenge is to extract meaning-

ful bits of information, i.e. a low-dimensional repre-

sentation relevant to the learning task from this high-

dimensional load of data. Traditionally, an approach to

achieve this is to use the insights of the system designer

into the task at hand, and specify the most important

task variables explicitly. Algorithms for extracting their

values from the data stream are then usually hand-

coded, and parameters are tuned manually. A concrete

example from a robotic soccer application is the ex-

traction of task variables for learning to dribble a soc-

cer ball. In [44], the authors specified the velocities in

x and y direction, rotation speed, and heading angle

of the robot (with respect to some target) as the rel-

evant pieces of information, which could be extracted

from the raw data of the camera (using hand coded

computer vision approaches) and odometry sensors of

a robot in the RoboCup MidSize Soccer League. This

representation contained sufficient information in or-

der for the robot to learn quick, space-efficient turns

with the ball without loosing it in the process. Similar

hand-coded feature extraction pipelines underpin most

successful applications of RL to robotics (we refer the

interested reader to [21] for a recent review).

However, it is often a tedious, time-consuming pro-

cess to find these useful features for a task at hand since

the design choices underlying this step typically do not

generalize over different tasks or control domains. An-

other limiting factor can be the experience of the sys-

tem designer who needs to have enough insight into the

problem in order to decide what constitutes useful fea-

tures. Methods that learn representations from data au-

tomatically have emerged as a promising alternative; in
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particular, automatic feature learning with deep convo-

lutional neural networks is now the dominating method

when it comes to image classification problems. In the

field of robotics, these methods have found application

as well, as we describe below. Note that despite the

focus on one sensory modality in our examples, i.e. im-

age data, similar problems arise for other modalities,

such as tactile information used for solving robot con-

trol problems with contacts and even simple readings

from joint encoders.

In the following, we will first present representation-

free approaches, followed by deep auto-encoder networks

and slow feature analysis as emerging techniques to

learn state representations. A comparison of approx-

imation properties and practical concerns in learning

representations is completed by a discussion of open

questions and promising directions of future research.

2 End-to-end reinforcement learning

The most direct approach to avoiding tedious hand

crafting of representations is to learn a non-linear con-

trol policy directly operating on the raw sensory inputs

(often referred to as end-to-end learning). The goal of

end-to-end learning in RL is to directly train a non-

linear function approximator that represents the target

function (e.g. a Q-function or a policy π) we care about.

One prominent recent example of this line of work

is the Deep Q-Networks (DQN) approach by [37]. Here

the authors learn a policy for playing several ATARI

games with human level performance directly from pixel

images captured from an ATARI simulator. DQN trains

a convolutional neural network (CNN) to approximate

the highly non-linear Q-function with an online gra-

dient descent approach from a large amount of inter-

actions with the system. Formally this minimizes the

squared Bellman error [2,51,19], of function Q̃θ with

parameters θ, for all training samples {zt, at, rt}nt=1:

min
θ

n−1∑
t=1

(
rt + γmax

a
Q̃θ(z

t+1, a)− Q̃θ(zt, at)
)2
, (1)

where zt ∈ Z ⊂ IRd denotes the sensor observation at

time t at, rt the chosen action and collected reward and

γ is the discounting factor.

It should be noted, that the idea of using neural

networks as non-linear (Q)-value function approxima-

tors has a long history in RL. Successes have, however,

mainly been restricted to complicated control problems

with low-dimensional inputs [43] and simple toy exam-

ples1 [45,28]. There are several factors allowing DQN

1 Perhaps with the exception of TD-Gammon [53], which
relied heavily on a well chosen representation as input.

to succeed where previous attempts failed: (i) the ad-

vent of modern GPU computing allows for training ex-

tremely large neural networks on huge datasets (sev-

eral million example images were used to train DQN).

(ii) DQN makes use of a large deep CNN as compared

to traditional shallow neural networks, thus having a

large representational power while constraining repre-

sentable functions with insights from image processing.

(iii) DQN uses experience replay to circumvent sam-

pling problems2 that plague online RL.

In the last years several researchers have also consid-

ered end-to-end learning of behavioral policies π, rep-

resented by general function approximators. First at-

tempts towards this include an actor-critic formulation

termed NFQ-CA [14], in which both the policy π and

the Q-function are represented using neural networks

and learning proceeds by back-propagating the error

from the Q-network directly into the policy network

– which was, however, only applied to low dimensional

control problems. Closely connected to NFQ-CA, recent

work on policy gradient algorithms revealed a princi-

pled formulation for end-to-end learning of deep neural

network policies using a deterministic policy gradient

formulation [48]. Notably, this approach was success-

fully applied to control the high-dimensional problem

of controlling a 30-DOF robotic arm. Other recent at-

tempts towards learning neural network policies include

applications of joint trajectory optimization and neu-

ral network policy learning for robotics problems (see

e.g. [27,38]) as well as playing Go from raw visual input

[32] and learning attention policies for object recogni-

tion [36].

The main advantage of end-to-end learning for RL

is that it results in policies, without the need for inter-

mediate representation learning. The main drawback is

that end-to-end learning of deep neural network policies

from raw visual input often requires thousands or even

millions of samples, making these approaches extremely

data hungry. This is often not feasible in robotics.

3 Deep representation of states

Keeping the number of necessary training samples low

is also the key motivation for heuristic representations.

Faced with some (usually continuous) set of possible

observations Z ⊂ IRd from d sensors, an expert uses his

considerable knowledge of the task to specify a mapping

φ : Z → X into a p dimensional representation X ⊂
IRp. This “knowledge”, however, has been inferred from

previous experiences.

2 Sampling from trajectories with changing policies leads
to non-stationary training distributions and prevents conver-
gence in online gradient descent algorithms.
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Fig. 1 Depiction of the experimental setup for learning with
DFQ for (a) the slot-car scenario [25] and (b) the visual pole
task [35]. (c) detailed visualization of representation learning
and Q-learning as performed by DFQ.

Analogously, an autonomous robot could infer such

a mapping from experiences in previous tasks or passive

observations. While numerous unsupervised learning al-

gorithms exist in literature, which could be employed

to learn such a representation, the high-dimensionality

of the sensory input in the problems we consider makes

effective representation learning difficult. This is why

only few learning algorithms have been successful in

this setting [26,25,16,5].

To exemplify this, let us take a look at one such

approach, that was successfully applied to learn a sen-

sory representation for control of a slot-car racer on a

track [25], as well as an inverted pendulum [35], us-

ing pixel information extracted from a high-resolution

camera only: the deep fitted Q (DFQ) algorithm. The

general setup of DFQ for both problems is depicted in

Figure 1. It consists of an unsupervised learning compo-

nent, that first learns to extract the necessary informa-

tion from the images, as well as a reinforcement learn-

ing component, that carries out the task (steering the

slot-car around the track or swinging up the pendulum)

based on the learned representation. The figure already

illustrates several key aspects necessary for successful

learning:

1. Since control requires interaction with a real sys-

tem, learning has to be data efficient. Only a few

hundred experiments (resulting in few thousand ob-

servations) can be carried out without causing ex-

cessive wear of the system.

2. In order to enable efficient reinforcement learning,

the learned representation φ(z) ∈ X ⊂ Rp has to be

of low intrinsic dimensionality p.

3. We assume that each observation z ∈ Z captures all

information necessary to describe the state of the

system we aim to control.

4. How the state is represented in X depends on an

optimization problem, in the case of DFQ an auto-

encoder [15,3] of the observations Z.

The DFQ algorithm employs deep neural networks to

represent both the encoder φ : Z → X and the inverse

decoder ψ : X→ Z. Pre-training with the auto-encoder

minimizes the least-squares reconstruction error of all

training samples {zt}nt=1 ⊂ Z for the first layer:

min
φ,ψ

n∑
t=1

∥∥∥ψ(φ(zt)
)
− zt

∥∥∥2
2

s.t. p� d . (2)

After convergence, the parameters of the trained layer

are frozen and its output is used as reconstruction tar-

gets for the next layer. Reducing the number of ar-

tificial neurons on each successive layer yields a low-

dimensional representation X, that is able to recon-

struct the observation and thus must contain the state.

After this layer-wise training all weights of the com-

plete, stacked, auto-encoder are jointly fine-tuned to

improve the reconstruction (post-training).

After learning the encoder network φ, a fitted Q al-

gorithm is applied to learn an approximate Q function

Q̃ : X → IR of the control problem3. A plethora of

function approximators can be utilized to represent Q̃.

In the case of DFQ, a clustering based algorithm was

used. When applied to the slot-car task and the visual

pole swing-up task, this algorithm successfully learns a

controller solving the task from raw sensory input. In

the case of the slot-car racer the policy is competitive

to an experienced human on this task (see Table 1 for

a performance comparison).

Similar to other successful applications of unsuper-

vised representation learning to RL, the DFQ approach

has several potential weaknesses which we will further

discuss in Section 7: (i) in contrast to end-to-end learn-

ing, the state representation learned by DFQ is not

reward-based and we hence cannot expect the result-

ing representation to be “goal directed”; (ii) learning

auto-encoders for inputs with high variability (i.e. many

objects of relevance) can be hard. Both problems could

potentially be addressed by adding explicit regulariza-

tion terms to the formulation from Eq. (2). An interest-

ing recent attempt in that direction is described in [17].

Additionally recent research in the machine learning

3 The back-propagated Bellman-error could potentially
also be used to fine-tune the representation, but both [25]
and [35] chose not to adapt the representation to the task.
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Performance on Slot-Car
Controller Time per round Crash-free
Random - No
Constant velocity 6.408s Yes
Experienced Human ≈ 3s Yes
DFQ 1.869s Yes

Performance on visual swing-up
Controller Average reward Success
Random −1 No
Fitted-Q (True State) −0.15± 0.01 Yes
DFQ −0.205± 0.075 Yes

Table 1 Performance of the DFQ Algorithm on the slot-
car benchmark (top) and on the visual swing-up task (bot-
tom) over 20 trials. The best performance is marked bold. On
the swing-up task DFQ performs about as good as a policy
learned using fitted-Q iteration using the true state informa-
tion (pole angular position and velocity). On the slot-car task
DFQ completes a successful lap faster than an experienced
human. Tables adapted from [25,35].

community has resulted in several auto-encoder vari-

ants and deep probabilistic models that might be easier

to train (thus addressing problem (ii)) [54,20,42].

Despite these drawbacks DFQ also comes with ad-

vantages over end-to-end learning: since the auto-encoder

merely learns to reconstruct sampled observations and

it can be fed with samples generated by any sampling

policy for any task, is thus less susceptible to non-

stationarity of the training data. And more importantly,

since the learned non-linear embedding into the repre-

sentation space X is low-dimensional, an RL algorithm

based on X can succeed using only few samples.

4 Slow feature analysis as state representation

Less restricted by the pitfalls of non-linear optimiza-

tion, the field of discrete RL has developed their own

methodology to learn representations. These fall roughly

in two categories: reward-based and subspace-invariant

features [39]. The first type aims to represent the propa-

gated reward (Krylov-bases [41], BEBF [40] and BARB

[33]). This allows context-dependent representations,

but prohibits the (re-)use of samples from other sources.

The second type is reward independent and can trans-

fer knowledge from previous tasks [52]. In the following

we will introduce two prime examples of such represen-

tations to compare them in theory and practice.

Proto-value functions (PVF, [34]) use Laplacian eigen-

maps (LEM, [1]), a technique from spectral clustering

[47], to provide a state representation X. The learned

features are the smallest eigenvectors of a connectivity

graph, that is generated from a random-walk through

the discrete state space. As this graph is identical for

all tasks with the same transition model, PVF can use

training data from previous tasks to reduce training

time [11,12], similar to shaping [49]. Motivated by spec-

tral clustering, a continuous extension of PVF extracts

the eigenvectors of a k-nearest-neighbor graph [34], to

apply PVF to high-dimensional observation spaces.

Recent work demonstrated that the unsupervised

technique slow feature analysis (SFA, [57,56]) approxi-

mates LEM in a similar way as PVF [50]. In difference

to PVF, however, the spectral encoding of SFA repre-

sentations is based on the transition probability rather

than the connectivity of states [5]. Instead of extracting

eigenvectors explicitly, SFA minimizes the slowness of

an observed sequence of observations {zt}nt=1 in X:

min
{φi}

p∑
i=1

n−1∑
t=1

(
φi(z

t+1)− φi(zt)
)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
slowness of φi

, (3)

under some constraints to avoid trivial or correlated

solutions [57]. This objective can be implemented with

non-linear function classes, for example, deep convolu-

tion neural networks [57,13] or sparse kernel methods

[4]. Both methods need to be implicitly or explicitly

regularized, though, as SFA is prone to over-fitting.

4.1 Theoretical analysis

Analysis of unrestricted SFA solutions and experiments

in simulated environments have demonstrated that non-

linear SFA is able to extract the underlying three di-

mensional state space of a wheeled robot in a static en-

vironment [13]. Furthermore, the learned feature space
approximates a Fourier-basis in this space, which is

known to be a universal basis for continuous functions.

In this light it is not surprising that there have been

many successful attempts using non-linear SFA to learn

RL representations from observations, ranging from sim-

ple top-down perspective pixel-environments [26,30] to

simulated and real-world first-person perspective robot

experiments [5].

From a theoretical point of view, SFA and PVF both

approximate subspace-invariant features. This classifi-

cation has its origin in the the analysis of approxima-

tion errors in linear RL [39]. Here subspace-invariant

features induce no errors when the future reward is

propagated back in time. It can be shown that under

these conditions the least-squares temporal difference

algorithm (LSTD, [9]) is equivalent to supervised least-

squares regression of the true value function [5]. How-

ever, this is only possible for the class of RL-tasks with

a self-adjoint transition model. As this class is very

rare, both SFA and PVF substitute a self-adjoint ap-
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Fig. 2 Performance of LSPI [23] (y-axis) with learned SFA and PVF representations of varying size (x-axis), in the discrete
puddle-world task. In the left plot representations and policy iteration are based on all state-action pairs, whereas the right
plot uses a randomly drawn Markov chain as training set. Mean and standard deviation are w.r.t. state space sizes {20 ×
20, 25× 25, . . . , 50× 50}. The dotted line marks the performance of the optimal policy. Figure modified from [5].

proximation of the transition model to compute almost

subspace-invariant representations4.

An analysis of the optimal solution5 shows that SFA

approximates eigenfunctions of the symmetrized tran-

sition operator [50]. Moreover, with a Gaussian prior

for the reward, one can show that SFA representations

minimize a bound on the expected LSTD error of all

tasks in the same environment [5]. However, as the so-

lution depends on the sampling distribution, straight

forward application for transfer learning is less obvious

than in the case of PVF. Future works may rectify this

with some sensible importance sampling, though.

4 See [5] for a comparison of SFA/PVF subspace-
invariance.
5 In the limit of infinite training samples, the optimization

problem can be analyzed by function analysis in L2(Z, ξ).
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4.2 Empirical comparison

All theoretical arguments presented in this section hold

strictly for LSTD only, that is, become invalid when

for example least squares policy iteration (LSPI, [23])

changes the policy. How do SFA/PVF perform here?

The left side of Figure 2 compares the LSPI per-

formance (mean accumulated reward) of SFA and PVF

representations in discrete puddle-world tasks [8] of var-

ious sizes. Details can be found in [5]. The training

set contained all state-action pairs and shows there-

fore the best possible performance. As number of fea-

tures increases (x-axis), both representations similarly

approach the optimal performance (dotted line). Un-

der ideal conditions both representations are thus co-

equal. A different picture emerges when the training set

is drawn by a random walk, as shown on the right side

of Figure 2. Here the SFA representation caves in only

slightly, whereas PVF essentially fails6.

In the more realistic scenario of first-person perspec-

tive images from a wheeled robot, rendered in a virtual

environment, the difference is less obvious but still vis-

ible. Figure 3 shows the LSPI performance (fraction of

successful test-trajectories) based on sparse kernel SFA

[4], sparse kernel PCA [46] and PVF of a k-nearest-

neighbor graph [34]. All algorithms used the same set

of 4000 support vectors with the same Gaussian kernel.

For further details see [5]. Note that SFA representa-

tions reach both the 80% and 90% performance levels

with only a quarter of the representation size required

by both PVF and PCA, which behave very similar.

In summary, SFA and PVF approximate subspace-

invariant features, which are especially suited for linear

algorithms like LSTD. In particular SFA seems to be

one of the prime contestants for good representations.

6 It is not entirely clear why empirical PVF fail here. One
can observe that ideal PVF features have higher frequencies
than SFA’s, which may be harder to estimate empirically.
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5 Properties of good state representations

This section will compare the properties of a represen-

tation, with no concern how they are learned. In gen-

eral, approximate RL methods based on a value func-

tion have common demands on the representation X:

(a) X must be Markov (no partial observability),

(b) X must be able to represent the true value of the

current policy well enough for policy improvement,

(c) X must generalize the learned value-function to un-

seen states with similar futures and

(d) X must be low dimensional for efficient estimation.

All discussed methods aim to construct such a repre-

sentation X from a high-dimensional observation space

Z with a non-linear mapping φ : Z→ X. If Z is only par-

tially observable, however, X cannot have the Markov

property (a). There are several possibilities to make Z

Markov, for example temporal embedding [37], liquid

state machines [31], belief states [18] or predictive state

representations [29,55], which each come with their own

disadvantages. Temporal embedding, for example, im-

plicitly increases the state space uneccessarily by the

history of actions. An adequate discussion of these tech-

niques is beyond the scope of this article and we will in

the following assume that Z has the Markov property.

5.1 Isomorphic representations

We intend to train the representation with data from

previous tasks or passive observations, without knowl-

edge of the reward function we will face. As each state

may be rewarding, each state must therefore be distin-
guishable in X to represent the value function of the

current policy. In this case, any representation X must

be an isomorphism of Z. The only conceptual difference

between isomorphic X is the metric that measures how

similar two states are in training and generalization.

For example, take the set of all images Z a camera can

record in a specific environment. If this environment is

static and diverse enough, each image z ∈ Z will corre-

spond to exactly one camera position x ∈ X and vice

versa. X is therefore an isomorphism of Z. Note the

conceptual equivalence to auto-encoders in Section 3.

Representation X does not have to be a vector-space,

though. The mapping φ : Z → X can also define a

manifold of representations X, embedded in some p di-

mensional feature space IRp. For linear RL algorithms

(like LSTD) such a representation is necessary to ful-

fill demand (b). The embedding must provide a func-

tional basis of the underlying state, able to approximate

the value function sufficiently. An example would be a

Fourier expansion of the above camera positions [22].

As mentioned in Section 4, non-linear SFA will approx-

imate this feature space [13], which explains the good

performance with linear RL algorithms [5].

5.2 Representations encode metrics

Non-linear algorithms like neural fitted Q-iteration (NFQ

[43]) or deep Q-networks (DQN [37]), on the other hand,

can in principle work on any isomorphic representation

X. These algorithms will nonetheless benefit in train-

ing and generalization from some embeddings. The rea-

son is the aforementioned metric. For example, when a

robot navigates between multiple rooms, the underly-

ing space of positions is two-dimensional. Positions on

both sides of a wall would appear to be very similar,

but yet have dissimilar values. Any approximate RL

algorithm will benefit from a representation that maps

these two points far away from each other, but keeps

positions the robot can immediately travel to similar.

The Euclidean metric in feature space X ⊂ IRp

should therefore be proportional to the travel-distances

between states. In stochastic environments one can only

compare probability distributions over future states

based on a random policy, called diffusion distances. It

can be shown that SFA approximates eigenfunctions of

the symmetrized transition operator, which encode dif-

fusion distances [5]. SFA features are therefore a good

representation for non-linear RL algorithms as well.

In summary, SFA representations X seem in principle

the better choice for both linear and non-linear RL:

non-linear SFA extracts eigenfunctions of the transition

model Pπ, which are the same for every isomorphic ob-
servation space Z, encode a diffusion metric that gener-

alizes to states with similar futures and approximates a

Fourier basis of the (unknown) underlying state space.

6 How to learn good state representations

Section 5 argued that SFA representations have out-

standing properties for RL. However, in this section we

will discuss conceptual problems that limit SFAs appli-

cability and how deep networks can overcome them.

6.1 Slowness and representation size

Learning SFA representations provides challenges that

reduce the practical benefits considerably. Slowness

(Equation 3) is in the limit of an infinite training set

min
{φi}

p∑
i=1

IE

[(
φi(z

′)− φi(z)
)2∣∣∣∣ z ∼ ξ(·)

z′ ∼ Pπ(·|z)

]
. (4)
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SFA features depend therefore on the distribution ξ of

the training samples z ∈ Z and on the sampling pol-

icy π. Empirical studies suggest that both should be

as close to uniform distributions as possible [5], which

is not feasible if one reuses data from previous tasks.

The effect could in principle be balanced out by impor-

tance sampling, and optimal importance weights are a

promising field of future research.

Moreover, a Fourier basis as approximated by SFA

grows exponential in the underlying state dimension-

ality. Linear algorithms, which depend on this basis to

approximate the value function, are therefore restricted

to low dimensional problems with few or no variables

unrelated to the task. Non-linear RL algorithms, on the

other hand, could work in principle well with only the

first few SFA features of each state-dimension/variable.

The order in which these variables are encoded as SFA

features, however, depends on the slowness of that vari-

able. This can in practice lead to absurd effects. Take

our example of a wheeled robot, living in a naturally

lit room. The underlying state space that the robot can

control is three-dimensional, but the image will also de-

pend on illumination, that is, the position of the sun.

As the sun is by far the slowest variable, the major-

ity of SFA features will encode its position and (non-

existing) interactions with other state variables. This

effect makes most of the representation X unrelated to

the controllable state in the presence of slow distractors.

6.2 Slowness and deep networks

In contrast, deep auto-encoder networks, as introduced

in Section 3, do not suffer the above problem. They en-

code the state-variables according to their influence in

reconstructing observations z ∈ Z, not the slowness of

their representation x ∈ X. On the negative side, deep

representations encode metrics that can be arbitrar-

ily bad for function approximation. Also, auto-encoders

minimize the squared error over all input dimensions of

Z equally. This can produce incomplete representations

if a robot, for example, combines observations from a

camera with measurements from multiple joints. Due

to the large number of pixels, small improvements in

the reconstruction of the image can outweigh large im-

provements in the reconstruction of the joint positions.

Recently an interesting compromise has been pro-

posed: training a neural network with an objective that

combines slowness with predictability of the successive

state [16]. The learned representations are similarly com-

pact as those from an auto-encoder, but encode a dif-

fusion metric. Figure 4 compares these representations

at the example of the slot-car task (see Figure 1). The

right plot shows how the above objective captures the

s
ta

te
 d

im
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Fig. 4 Representations of the slot-car task (Fig. 1) learned
by a deep auto-encoder from physical experiments (left,
from [25]) and by a neural network trained with the objec-
tives slowness and predictability from a simulated experiment
(right, from [16]). Plots reproduced with authors permissions.

circular state metric of the task, which we attribute

to its slowness term. The representation of the auto-

encoder in the left plot, on the other hand, maps various

dissimilar states close-by each other, which complicates

the approximation of different values in these states.

Furthermore, one can also extend this framework to

suppress state-variables not related to the task by en-

forcing the predictability of rewards [17]. This demon-

strates one possible way to deal with slow distractors.

6.3 Conclusion

We discussed two basic approaches to learn state repre-

sentations from observations, slow-feature analysis and

deep auto-encoder networks. SFA construct representa-

tions with a metric and embedding that is especially

suited for linear RL, but also works very well with

non-linear RL algorithms. The same properties curse

SFA with huge feature spaces, when faced with a high-

dimensional underlying state space. Deep networks, on

the other hand, produce very compact representations.

These do not control the encoded metric, which often

complicates value approximation considerably.

Future works may train deep auto-encoder networks

similar to [25], that enforce a suitable metric on the rep-

resentation layer, similar to [16,17]. This could marry

the generalization of deep networks with the preferable

representation properties of SFA.

7 Outlook

This article presented the emerging field of autonomously

learning state representations directly from observations.

There are still many unresolved questions; in the follow-

ing we will present some of the most pressing concerns

and most promising research directions.
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7.1 Unsolved problems of learning representations

In our opinion, the biggest challenge today is the curse-

of-dimensionality of observed manifold Z ⊂ IRd. No-

tice that the dimensionality d of observation space IRd

does not pose a problem, if the underlying state space

S is low-dimensional. Adding sensors or pixels does not

change the isomorphic state and methods like SFA will

approximate the same representation. If the underlying

state S is high dimensional, on the other hand, the dis-

cussed learning methods need to sample all regions of S.

We believe this to be the main reason why unsupervised

learning of deep representations does not work for large

environments like ATARI games [37], which remain the

domain of end-to-end reinforcement learning.

Take the example of uncontrollable distractors like

blinking lights or activity outside a window. Each dis-

tractor is an independent variable of the isomorphic

state S, and to learn an isomorphic representation X

requires thus samples from all possible combinations of

these variables. The required training samples grow ex-

ponentially in the number of distractors. By sacrificing

isomorphy, one could suppress some of those variables

similar to [17] and thus reduce the training set drasti-

cally. However, it is not clear how to identify control-

lable variables without restricting representable tasks.

As discussed for SFA in Section 6, all successful

methods rely on averages over a training set. If the

training distribution ξ or sampling policy π are biased,

as one would expect when the observations are gener-

ated from previous tasks, large parts of the state space

S would be inadequately encoded. Auto-encoders (see

Section 3) are less affected by this, as they do not de-

pend on the sampling policy. A training set uniformly

sampled in S (not in Z) would probably yield the most

general representations [5]. If one could estimate such a

distribution, its inverse would yield optimal importance

sampling weights. Alternatively, one could change the

objectives from the L2 to the L∞ norm. However, op-

timization in this norm is usually more expensive.

7.2 Factored representations and symbolic RL

If we can overcome the above challenges with some

mapping φ : Z→ X, we will still face a major underly-

ing problem: it is not feasible to learn tasks in a repre-

sentation X of the full isomorphic state S of most envi-

ronments. S may simply be too large for sampling. Take

the example of a household robot living in a kitchen:

each object in the room represents multiple variables

of S that the robot can interact with and that may be

necessary for one of the many tasks the robot faces. On

the other hand, solving such a task in a representation

X̂ of some subset Ŝ ⊂ S could be feasible, as most of

these tasks depend only on few variables.

Z
map7−→ S

task7−→ Ŝ
model7−→ X̂

rl7−→ Q̂ .

Learning a representation can thus be seen as learn-

ing a map φ into a set of almost independent variables

si, which compose the isomorphic world state s ∈ S.

Some separate procedure could then choose a small sub-

set of variables Ŝ ⊂ S that is sufficient to solve the

task at hand. A direct approach Q̂ : Ŝ → IR to learn

the Q-value still requires many samples to estimate the

transitions and interactions of variables. Instead, one

could learn independent transition models for each si
and interaction models between variables. For example,

dishes and tables can be manipulated independently,

unless one is placed upon the other. Except for those

few states, the joint transition model is factorized [7].

For each selection Ŝ, one can therefore generate a rep-

resentation X̂ that encodes the metric of the joint tran-

sition model (with or without interactions) and learn

Q̂ : X̂→ IR, if possible by exploiting factorization [6].

Moreover, a group of variables can also be seen as

an instance of a class of objects. Similar to clustering,

classes could be learned by enforcing that all variables

obey a small set of transition models. In a world of

dishes and tables, for example, most transitions should

be well predictable using only two transition models.

Labeling each variable as part of one object also allows

to use symbolic RL algorithms (e.g. relational RL [10,

24]) to select the subset Ŝ. It may be a long shot, but

one could imagine a hierarchical framework that plans

far ahead using symbolic RL and solves detailed sub-

problems in metric subspaces.

Most important, however, is the possibility to regu-

larize the optimization of φ : Z → S by sparse transi-

tion models. In the face of large underlying state spaces

S, regularization is necessary to keep the demand for

samples feasible. If one learns the state S and its transi-

tions at the same time, the sparsity of the above transi-

tion models would strongly constrain the possible map-

pings φ and therefore require much less training sam-

ples. Such a joint optimization will be challenging, but

has the potential to break the curse-of-dimensionality.
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